94,925 Sq Ft Assignable Space  
(128,280 Sq Ft Building)

Conference Space
1 Conference Center (68-125)  
7 Conference Rooms (12-18)

Classroom Space
6 regular classrooms (25-40 students)  
2 seminar classrooms (12-15 students)  
5 regular learning labs (25-60 students)  
1 clinical suite (30-36 students)  
1 studio (distance/podcast)

Building Closure Procedure

1. Facilities staff provide a 15-minute notification prior to the posted building closure time.

2. Facilities staff provide a building closure notification at the time of building closure.

3. Facilities staff contact DPSS (763-1131) at five minutes after the building closure time if occupants do not leave as instructed.

Building Egress Map
Yellow highlighted area indicates a 6-foot minimum egress for all exits (stairwells, elevators) and evacuation routes; footpaths are not indicated but are required from all doorways.

Evacuation maps are available in every meeting space and the hallways. Please refer to those maps for best routes for evacuation and areas of rescue.
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